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Summer Camps 2020
The past few weeks and months have been a hugely diﬃcult time, with almost every person and business being negatively aﬀected in some way. However, as we start to see some light at the end of the
tunnel, we wanted to bring to your attention the new policies and procedures we plan on introducing to
our camps this summer.
We are conﬁdent that many of our camps will run as planned but with certain changes made to ensure
your children have “The Best Possible (and Safest) Soccer Experience”.

Safety Precautions
The additional safety precautions we are introducing will be in line with government recommendations.
This will be taken on a county-by-county, state-by-state basis.
We will be aiming to start camps with ratios of 1 coach to 9 players, and will only expand groups whenever the
government issues guidance that it is safe to do so.
We will be implementing strict sign-in procedures, with groups being separate at the beginning, during and the
end of the day. Sign in locations and group allocations will be fully communicated to you on Sunday before
camp begins the following day.
Groups will be kept in their separate areas during the camp day, and there will be strict guidelines
implemented to avoid the sharing of food, snacks and water, ensure thorough washing of
hands after every restroom visit and limit child-to-child contact within the groups.
Coaches will wear a face mask throughout the camp day unless
county/state guidelines outline that it is safe to work without.
Our priority this summer is to provide your children with “The Best
(and Safest) Possible Soccer Experience”
The safety of our players, parents and coaches is our number 1
priority and as such, if you have any questions at all regarding our
new policies for safer camps this summer, then please do not
hesitate to contact us.
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PLAYER
SIGN-IN
Overview of a camp sign-in
for parents & players

In order to create a safe camp, parents need to be
informed of our new procedures prior to arriving at
camp.
Parents will receive an email, with pertinent
information including what to bring to camp
(i.e. hand sanitizer) and informing them exactly
where to go when they get to the camp.
Coaches will be wearing diﬀerent colored pinnies/bibs
and parents will be instructed to which coach’s area to
approach
Example: “Your child will be with Coach Sam for the week of camp.
Please go straight to coach Sam’s area on Monday morning. Sam will
be wearing the YELLOW pinnie.”

Parents and their children then line up on the orange cones (seen in
the diagrams). This ensures that all parents and children will be the
recommended six feet apart for the sign in process. UK International
Soccer coaches will be required to wear masks when signing in and
signing out.
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PLAYER SIGN-IN
GROUPS
Daily overview of group sign-ins
for parents and players

“

Providing
parents and
players with
‘The Best Possible
(& Safest) Soccer
Experience’
this summer.

Every day of the camp will require this process.
Parents and their child will have to wait on one of the orange cones
(shown on the right of the diagram) until the coach has signed the player in.
Players will have their name written on one of the cones in the blue box. After signing in, they
must place their equipment by their assigned cone.
They can practice some skills in the activity zone, but for the start of the camp, the coach will call
everyone back to their cones to begin the activities.
The players’ cones will be at least 6 feet apart and will be in a ‘checkerboard layout’ to enhance
social distancing.
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FORMATTED COACHING
GRID
How our coaches will set-up
the players training grid

Coachig Grid
The diagram above shows how every UK International Soccer trainer will layout his/her grid during the
summer of 2020.
The red zone in the top-left of the image is the ‘Above and Beyond area’. A maximum of 2 players can be
in the zone at one time. Players can practice some of the skills they have learned in this zone and we
have restricted the number of players permitted in this zone to again, enhance social distancing.
The blue zone in the top-right is the equipment area that is also used for breaks and sign outs. Each
orange cone will be labelled with a player’s name so when players go into this zone, they know exactly
where to go. This modiﬁcation will ensure that players are at least 6 feet apart when in this area.
The green zone is the ‘activity zone’. This is where the soccer takes place. As visible on the diagram, the
activity zone is split into quarters. We will have a maximum of three players in each ‘mini-zone’. This
maximizes the social distancing element, with our curriculum being based around individual skills.
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BREAKS &
SIGNING OUT
Overview of how breaks, and the
signing out process will be organized.

As mentioned, when the players take a drink or snack break, they will sit by their labelled cone. These
cones will be at least 6 feet apart. We will emphasize to players and parents that there will be no
sharing of food or drink, which was something we enforced even before the COVID-19 outbreak.
Players will return to this format for the end of each daily session. Coach will debrief the players and
the parents will line up next to a marker/cone on the right-hand side of the diagram. When a parent
has signed out, the coach will call the player, who is then able to be dismissed from the camp.
Only one player will be dismissed at a time to further enforce our social distancing measures on
camp.
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RESTROOM
BREAKS
An overview of how our coaches will organize
restroom breaks with the children

Our camp programs are split into the following age divisions:
• Fun in the Sun (4-6 years)
• Skills and Thrills (7-10 years)
• Compete With Your Feet (11-16 years).
The 4-6 year olds will all be taken to the restroom at one time. We will create two lines of players, all
6 feet apart and then carefully take them to the restrooms together.
One child goes into the bathroom facility at one time and coach emphasizes the importance of
washing hands thoroughly.
The older two age groups will adopt a similar approach for all the players that need to go to the
restroom. For the players that don’t, they are able to practice some individual skills in the activity
zone. If this happens, the coach of that group will ask the coach on the next pitch to visually check
that the remaining players are abiding by safe distancing measures.
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